
EDUCATION MEETING UPDATE FOR APRIL 19 

We had a nice meeting today [April 19] with Kent Cashell, who spoke about Ohio school financing. I've 

attached the slide he used to explain CPS' current situation (per Barb's request).  A few key takeaways ... 

• Our property tax rollback process hurts districts because they lose revenue that would have 

covered inflationary costs. Hence, districts go back to voters for emergency levies (if they don't 

pass, then the district has an emergency because it can't cover normal increases in costs). 

• The two big challenges when it comes to school financing are determining a) whether we have a 

state-wide standard that defines an "adequate" education, and b) whether school funding is 

"equitable".  Because students in high-poverty districts generally have greater challenges, those 

districts need to offer more inputs so their students get an education adequate for them. Equity 

is about the great disparities in community wealth between districts that impacts their ability to 

provide their level of adequate service. A  big  challenge with equity is that property taxes 

amount for greater than 50% of school funding -- i.e. a greater reliance on local funds that 

impacts less affluent districts. 

• House Bill 305 is designed to address adequacy by requiring "categorical add-ons" that increase 

state funding as student disadvantages increase. It also addresses some of the roll back 

questions. We might consider supporting this bill as a panel, but it's already passed the state 

house overwhelmingly.  

SURVEY  

I would like to make the panel more engaging for everyone, so please answer the survey questions 

below. Other than the time of day, these questions are designed to identify the issues panel members 

would like to bring before the panel, ideally in small, ad hoc teams of 2-3 people. This comes from the 

Inclusion Panel, which now has three task forces to lead action on three different topics. Whether we 

decide to have standing task forces or not, I think the panel could support members in finding others 

with similar passion (like the recently formed "inclusive curriculum team"), with all of us supporting each 

other in taking action.  

 1. What time of day would you like the panel to meet -- 8 a.m., Noon, 4 p.m.? 

2. What topics are you interested in learning more about through the ed panel?   

3. For a topic you are passionate about, would you be willing to be part of a small ed panel team 

that planned a monthly meeting and potential follow-up action around that topic? If so, what 

topic(s) would that be?  

4. What would you suggest to improve ed panel meetings and thereby get more people to show 

up? 

5. What would make the ed panel more impactful in our community?  

NEXT MEETING 

May 17, 12-1:30, featuring the new CPS strategic plan (by Sarah Trimbell-Oliver) -- a great place for 

members to find issues to explore! 

Join Zoom Meeting 



https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82856731000 

Jeffrey L. Stec, J.D. 


